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Presentation Notes
BYU is honored to be here and talk about LibQUAL+™ from a consortium’s perspective.
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 Consortium of Church Libraries and 
Archives (CCLA)
 Established spring 1996 as the CES (Church 

Educational System) Library Consortium
 Funded by The Church of Jesus Christ of 

Latter-day Saints
 Renamed in 2004 to reflect growth and 

diversity within the consortium membership

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Consortium I speak of is the Consortium of Church Libraries and Archives--affectionately referred to by its members as “CCLA”.It was started in the spring of 1996 as a small group of college and university libraries that were part of the Church Education System or CES.  Hence it was given the name the CES Library Consortium.The “Church” referred to in the name reflected their sponsoring institution, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, which provides funding all of these institutions.Over time other non-academic libraries and archives also under that same umbrella began to become involved and the diverse nature of the libraries and archives necessitated a change in the name to what it is today.
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 CCLA Membership
 Institutions of higher education

 Harold B. Lee Library at BYU in Provo, Utah
 Includes the L. Tom Perry Special Collections

 Howard W. Hunter Law Library at BYU
 David O. McKay Library at BYU-Idaho in Rexburg
 Joseph F. Smith Library at BYU-Hawaii in Laie
 LDS Business College Library in Salt Lake City

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Membership in the consortium is an eclectic mix of libraries – their commonality being their sponsor, the LDS Church.  This includes the five libraries at the various institutions of higher learning (note: should there be some mention either in the narrative below or in the bullets something that would give the listeners a perspective of the size/type of institution?):	The Harold B. Lee Library at BYU in Provo, Utah, which serves its 32,000 students and thousands of faculty and staff. It also houses the special collections and archives of the L. Tom Perry Special Collections Library.	The Howard W. Hunter Law Library, serving the 500 students and faculty of the J. Reuben Clark Law School, also on the campus of BYU in Provo.	The David O. McKay Library serving some 12,000 students and faculty at BYU-Idaho in Rexburg, Idaho	The Joseph F. Smith Library at BYU-Hawaii in Laie, Hawaii.  It serves some 2500 students and faculty and is located on the north shore of the island of Oahu.	and finally the LDS Business College Library in Salt Lake City, Utah.  This very small library serves the 1500 faculty and students of what is a small, two-year college.
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 CCLA Membership (cont.)
 Church Libraries & Archives in Salt Lake

 Family History Library
 Church History Library & Archives
 LDS Church Audio/Visual Department

 Church Education System
 Seminaries & Institutes

 Religious education centers in high schools (seminaries) 
and colleges/universities (institutes) around the world

 Secondary Schools in Mexico & South Pacific

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then there are several entities located in Salt Lake that fall directly under the structure of the LDS Church namely:	The Family History Library, which is the single largest genealogical library of its kind in the U.S. and possibly the world, serving some thousands of very dedicated patrons.	The Church History Library and Archives at the headquarters of the LDS Church which contains the most extensive collection of printed and published materials as well as manuscripts, photographs, histories and other documents pertaining to the history of the LDS Church and currently occupies several floors of the Church’s 26 story office building in downtown Salt Lake City.  But, they are currently building a new 250,000 square foot facility across the street from its current location.	And the Church’s Audio/Visual Department, which comprises a wealth of media materials and archives integral to the LDS Church and its mission.	Finally there is the Church Education System Office and their media centers that support the tens of thousands of students enrolled in the Church’s seminaries and institutes (these are religious education centers in high schools and institutions of higher learning located throughout the world).  It also includes several secondary schools located in Mexico and throughout many of the islands in the South Pacific.
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 CCLA & LibQUAL+™
 BYU has been active since 2001

 Directly answers the challenge issued by the University’s 
Board of Trustees to be the best library we can be

 Integral part of our overall assessment initiatives
 Hawaii & Idaho expressed interest following the 

2003 survey to find ways to pool assessment 
efforts
 Presented an opportunity to build a culture of 

assessment throughout the consortium
 Window opened to examine best practices

 Proposal made to the Consortium during their 
semiannual meeting (October 2003)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LibQUAL+™ got its start with BYU.  Library Administration had been given a charge by its Board of Trustees to do all they could to be the best library possible.  This started a strategic plan to build a culture of assessment within the library and LibQUAL+™ became the principle instrument in that effort.  And LibQUAL+™ has been such since our initial foray into the survey in 2001.Following our 2nd effort in 2003, we were approached by the library at BYU-Hawaii about ways to share customer satisfaction assessment projects to help them in their efforts to improve.  Completely independent from that, BYU-Idaho contacted me to ask about LibQUAL+™ and participating at a future date.  This presented a wonderful opportunity to work towards assisting those entities, and perhaps the Consortium as a whole, in building a culture of assessment, as well as opening a window to examine best practices.As such, and after discussions with the Consortium Chair (who is the Lee Library Director), a proposal was made to the Consortium during their 2003 fall meetings to participate in LibQUAL+™ during the spring of 2004, which was approved.
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 CCLA & LibQUAL+™ (cont.)
 Consortium chose to pay for member institution 

participation 
 Also provided monies for local incentives

 Six of the libraries took part
 Lee Library at BYU
 Hunter Law Library at BYU
 BYU-Idaho
 BYU-Hawaii
 LDS Business College
 Family History Library

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To make this happen required some creative thinking.  First and foremost was the funding of LibQUAL™.  The reality was that some of the institutions would find it difficult to get funding to pay for LibQUAL+™, particularly that late in the year.  And in order for the Consortium to participate as a consortium, it required a minimum of five institutions signing up.  Fortunately, a separate budget exists for CCLA that could be used for such things and there was enough left at the end of 2003 that would pay for anyone in the consortium that wished to participate (a consortium discount helped).  Therefore, to encourage participation, the Executive Council of the Consortium determined that the Consortium would pay all applicable fees for all that wished to participate.  This became an important motivator for the libraries to take part.To further encourage participation, the Consortium also provided monies for each institution that could be used towards incentives to enhance the response potential at each institution.Other factors helped to encourage participation, especially when they saw the benefits gained by the Lee Library’s participation, of which many had already shared in because of the unique structure of the Consortium.  In the end, six institutions signed on:  the Lee & Hunter libraries in Provo, the McKay in Idaho, the Smith in Hawaii, LDS Business College and Family History.
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 Implementing LibQUAL+™
 Consortium Representative

 Act as liaison between LibQUAL+™ & institutions
 Provide direction & assistance

 IRB assistance
 Sampling
 Reminders
 Conducting the survey where needed (LDS Business 

College & Hunter Law)
 Institutional Representatives

 Register, IRB, administer survey
 Forward comments & raw data to consortium 

representative for analyses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By working with Amy Hoseth & others at LibQUAL+™, implementation of the survey became fairly simple.Because of my earlier experience with LibQUAL+™ at BYU, I acted as the representative for the consortium.  That meant I was the liaison between LibQUAL+™ and the individual institutions.  Any questions or concerns about the process or any aspect of it went through me.  More often than not, I could resolve the issue without having to go through LibQUAL+™.  Where I couldn’t answer the question, I would work with LibQUAL+™ to get the issue resolved.I also provided direction and assistance to the institutions, such as help in getting their IRB approvals through, answering any sampling questions they may have had, and emphasizing the importance to send out email reminders and other forms of solicitation to improve response.  And for those institutions with limited personnel and/or resources, I handled the administration of the survey (specifically LDS Business College & Hunter Law Library).Each institution also assigned a representative who was responsible for getting their institution registered for the survey, getting IRB approval and working with me in administering the survey.  They would also, upon completion of the survey, forward comments and the raw data to me for analyses.
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 Implementing LibQUAL+™ (cont.)
 Survey issues

 Where possible, the survey was opened and closed on 
the same days at all institutions

 Agreed on 5 local questions
 All institutions used 3 of the 5 questions
 Each institution could use the other 2 questions agreed 

upon by the consortium or select 2 other questions
 All used emails to administer the survey except Family 

History 
 No email database
 Encouraged patrons to dedicated workstations
 Link on home page

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In administering the survey, several issues were controlled to make things as consistent and comprehensive as possible.Where possible, everyone started and stopped there survey on the same date.In addition, all the reps met via conference call and worked with the Consortium’s Executive Council to come up with five local questions.  This we did, but we agreed that only 3 of the five would be used by all, since the other two may not have been as appropriate for some of the institutions and gave everyone latitude to choose different local questions to round out their five.Finally, everyone was encouraged and used email databases at their respective institution to draw samples or do a blanket request for participation.  The one exception was Family History which did not have an email database from which it could draw for samples.  Instead, the staff at the library would “herd” patrons to several dedicated workstations that were used for that purpose where a link was placed on the home page and instructions given on how to take the survey.
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 Results from 2004
 Effort went off w/o a hitch

 Sampling at Lee & McKay
 Students only at McKay, Faculty 100%

 100% at Hunter, Smith & LDS Business College
 Tremendous response at Family History with a few 

interesting quirks
 Family History Center patrons
 Responses from other genealogy libraries
 Tainted surveys

 Over 3,000 completed surveys
 1,450 of these w/comments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As it turned out, the 2004 effort went off pretty much without a hitchThe Lee & McKay libraries were the only ones to use any sampling in their survey, and in the case of the McKay, just the students were sampled, all faculty were invited to participate.Given the small population bases of the Hunter Law Library, the Smith Library in Hawaii and the LDS Business College library, they invited everyone at their respective institutions to participate.And as mentioned before, Family History opened their survey to all with a link on their home page and ended up with tremendous response, although there were a couple interesting quirks to come from this that were evident as some of the comments were read.  One dealt with local family history centers of the LDS Church.  The Church maintains these centers in various locations across the globe and as you read the comments, it was evident that the respondent was addressing an issue about the center they frequented.  This was also the case where patrons at other genealogy libraries using the Family History site for research must have taken the survey, because the comments obviously addressed issues at their local library.  As such, you had to assume that their responses to the survey questions may have addressed their local library or Family History Center as well and hence may have tainted the overall responses – but the number was so small as to not make that an issue.In the end, the Consortium received over 3000 completed surveys, of which 1450 of these came with comments (which comment rate, according to info from LibQUAL+™, was nearly 10% more than traditionally seen at other libraries).
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 2004 vs. 2006
 Similar process, some differences

 Addition of Church History & Archives
 Hunter Law Library did not require assistance
 More autonomy to the respective coordinators in running 

their survey
 Allowed for more variance in starting/stopping dates
 No uniform set of local questions – pick and choose 

according to local needs
 Incentives left to the institutions

 Except at Lee, far fewer responses
 Just over 2,500 completed surveys
 1,114 with comments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2006 the consortium again participated in the survey, but with a few noteworthy differences.First was the inclusion of Church History & Archives.  After seeing some of the benefits gained by others in 2004, they very much wanted to participate.  This they did and brought another perspective and unique aspect to the survey as an interesting cross between a public/corporate library serving the members of the LDS Church as a whole, but more specifically leadership and employees of the LDS Church.Second, where the Hunter Law library had a rep in 2004 but I managed the survey, they had a new person assigned as rep who handled all the survey logistics with minimal if any help from me.Finally, I decided to give the coordinators at each site (with the exception of LDS Business College) a lot more autonomy on how they chose to administer their survey, this included allowing for more variance in when they started and stopped their survey, determining that everyone would be left on their own in selecting or even using any local questions, and finally, though the Consortium paid all LibQUAL+™ fees, no monies were offered by the Consortium for each institution to use for local incentives – they were left to their own resources for that.This time though, except for responses at the Lee Library, which again were up, responses overall for the Consortium were down – with just over 2500 completed surveys with 1114 comments (much closer to the LibQUAL+™ averages for comments per completed survey).
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 2004 vs. 2006 (cont.)
 Several issues emerged

 Allowing for more autonomy may have effected overall 
responses

 Frustrations
 More control on demographic questions
 Questions too academic centered
 Survey too complex

 Positives to come from the survey
 Much gained from CCLA participation
 Uniqueness of LibQUAL+™ has helped institutions gain a 

better perspective of patron perceptions
 The Consortium plans to again participate in spring 2008 

or spring 2009

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There were several interesting things to emerge from 2006 that were different from 2004.One may have been the issue of giving the local reps more autonomy in doing their survey than what we did in 2004.  This could have affected the responses.  With the exception of LDS Business College, I pretty much adopted a hands off policy in how each institution handled their survey.  As such, some sent out fewer reminders than what had been done in 2004, and there may have been more frustrations for them that I had handled previously.Some of the other frustrations that were vocalized by the coordinators, which were frustrations as well in 2004, included wanting more control over demographic questions.  With the Lee, McKay, Hawaii & LDS Business College all being forced to use the College/University designation (no other fit well), some respondents were confused by the defaults associated with that survey (e.g., the “Graduate” issue).Another concern expressed particularly by the Family History Library was that the way in which the questions were worded gave them a decided academic slant.  As such, many patrons would select N/A as their response for a majority of the core and local questions hence eliminating many from the end analyses.And finally, as many comments from reply emails and anecdotal conversations with library staff bore out, many respondents mentioned that the complexity of the survey discouraged them from participating, which affected the end response rates.In contrast however, there was much good to come from the survey.  A couple themes to emerge was that all expressed satisfaction of what has been gained from the group participating as a consortium.  Much was learned during 2004 which has helped each institution towards making improvements and it is expected much more will be gained this year.  In addition, several commented that the uniqueness of LibQUAL+™ has allowed them to get a perspective from their patrons that they have not been able to do in past survey efforts.We are very satisfied with our participation in LibQUAL+™ and fully anticipate that we will continue to use LibQUAL+™ as our principle assessment tool.  It is hoped that we will participate again, most likely the spring of 2008 or the spring of 2009.
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